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In the student laboratory “Math is more” at the University of Landau students work out
curricular content independently. In case of the presented study students worked on
“basic ideas” of fractions. Besides the learning of fractions a main focus of the study is
the students’ ability to externally represent their cognition process and their insights in
form of so called “cognition-protocols”. Previous research on self-generated external
representations (ER) focuses on their role in problem solving processes (Cox 1999).
Generating ER for the use in “cognition protocols” is underrepresented in the research
today.
There are two main research questions, namely: (1) Do students who learn in the
student laboratory reach at least the same learning success as students who get taught
basic ideas of fractions in a teacher based learning environment at school. (2) How
does the learning success of students correlate with the ability to generate ER of their
insights and do students benefit in this sector from working in the laboratory.
A total of 190 six grade students take part in the study. The students are split in an
experimental group (n=148) who visited the student laboratory and a control group
(n=42) who got taught in school. The study contains three measurement points, a pre a
post and a follow-up test that is running at the moment.
Tasks (so called “video items”) to measure the ability to generate “cognition protocols”
and a test on basic ideas of fractions have been developed and will be presented
together with first research results.
It is expected, that the students who got taught in school learn more in general, due to
the higher cognitive load of the students working in the laboratory because of the
unknown learning environment (Schmidt, Di Fuccia, Ralle 2011). But it can be
assumed, that students who are capable of representing their insights externally in
independent learning processes achieve higher scores in the fraction test than the ones
who are not able to do so, because it’s easier for them to retrace what has already been
learned in previous stages of the independent learning process.
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